We give a deterministic algorithm for approximately counting satisfying assignments of a degree-d polynomial threshold function (PTF). Given a degree-d input polynomial p(x) over R n and a parameter > 0, our algorithm approxi-
INTRODUCTION
For decades a major research goal in computational complexity has been to understand the computational power of randomization -and perhaps to show that randomness does not actually augment the abilities of polynomial-time algorithms. Towards this end, an important research goal within unconditional derandomization has been the development of deterministic approximate counting algorithms. This line of research started with the work of Ajtai and Wigderson [AW85] , who gave a sub-exponential time deterministic algorithm to approximately count the number of satisfying assignments of a constant-depth circuit. Since this early work many other classes of Boolean functions have been studied from this perspective, including DNF formulas, low-degree GF [2] polynomials, linear threshold functions, and degree-2 polynomial threshold functions [LVW93, LV96, Tre04, GMR13, Vio09, GKM + 11, DDS13a, DDS13b] . In this paper we study the problem of deterministic approximate counting for degree-d polynomial threshold func- Our main result. The main contribution of this paper is to give a fixed polynomial time deterministic approximate counting algorithm for degree-d PTFs. We prove the following theorem: Note that the above result guarantees an additive approximation to the desired probability. While additive approximation is not as strong as multiplicative approximation, one should recall that the problem of determining whether Pr x∈{−1,1} n [p(x) ≥ 0] is nonzero is well known to be NPhard, even for degree-2 polynomials and even if all nonconstant monomials in p are restricted to have coefficients from {0, 1} (this can be shown via a simple reduction from MaxCut). Thus unless NP ⊆ RP no efficient algorithm, even allowing randomness, can give any multiplicative approximation to Pr x∼{−1,1} n [p(x) ≥ 0]. Given this, additive approximation is a natural goal.
Related work. Several previous works have given poly(n d )-time deterministic approximate counting algorithms for DNF formulas of width d (see e.g. [Tre04, LV96, GMR13] as well as the approach of [AW85] augmented with the almost twise independent distributions of [NN93] , as discussed in [Tre04] ). Degree-d PTFs are of course a broad generalization of width-d DNF formulas, and the algorithms for widthd DNFs referenced above do not extend to degree-d PTFs.
The d = 1 case for degree-d PTFs (i.e. LTFs) is qualitatively different from d > 1. For d = 1 the satisfiability problem is trivial, so one may reasonably hope for a multiplicatively (1± )-accurate deterministic approximate counting algorithm. Indeed such an algorithm, running in fully polynomial time poly(n, 1/ ), was given by Gopalan et [DDS13a] result and gave an algorithm that does deterministic approximate counting for any O(1)-junta of degree-2 PTFs. As we explain in detail in the rest of this introduction, much more sophisticated techniques and analyses are required to obtain the results of the current paper for general d. These include a new central limit theorem in probability theory based on Malliavin calculus and Stein's method, and an intricate new decomposition procedure that goes well beyond the decomposition approaches employed in [DDS13a, DDS13b] .
Our approach. The main step in proving Theorem 1 is to give a deterministic approximate counting algorithm for the standard Gaussian distribution N (0, 1) n over R n rather than the uniform distribution over {−1, 1}
n . The key result that gives us Theorem 1 is the following:
Theorem 2. There is a deterministic algorithm A with the following properties: Let A be given as input a degreed polynomial p over R n and an accuracy parameter > 0.
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 using the invariance principle of [MOO10] and the "regularity lemma" for polynomial threshold functions from [DSTW10] . The arguments that give Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 are essentially identical to the ones used in [DDS13a] , so we omit them in this extended abstract (see the full version). In the rest of this introduction we describe the main ideas behind the proof of Theorem 2; as explained below, there are two main contributions.
First contribution: A new multivariate CLT. Our first contribution is a new multidimensional central limit theorem that we establish for r-tuples of degree-d Gaussian polynomials, i.e. r-tuples (p1(x), . . . , pr(x)) where each pi is a degree-d polynomial and x ∼ N (0, 1)
n . This CLT states that if each pi has "small eigenvalues" (as defined at the start of Section 3), then the joint distribution converges to the multidimensional Normal distribution G over R r whose mean and covariance match (p1, . . . , pr). The closeness here is with respect to "test functions" that have globally bounded second derivatives; see Theorem 7 for a detailed statement of our CLT. In Section 5 we use tools from mollification to go from the aforementioned kind of "closeness" to the kind of closeness which is required to analyze polynomial threshold functions.
Comparing with previous work, the degree-2 case [DDS13a] required a CLT for a single degree-2 Gaussian polynomial. The main technical ingredient of the [DDS13a] proof was a result of Chatterjee [Cha09] . [DDS13b] established the d = 2 case of our multidimensional CLT via a relatively straightforward analysis (requiring just basic linear algebra) of the central limit theorem from [NPR10] . We note that in the d = 2 case it is clear what is the correct notion of the eigenvalues of a degree-2 polynomial, namely the eigenvalues of the quadratic form. In contrast, it is far from clear what is the correct notion of the eigenvalues of a degree-d polynomial, especially since we require a notion that enables both a CLT and a decomposition as described later. (We note that the tensor eigenvalue definitions that are employed in [FW95, CS13, Lat06] do not appear to be suitable for our purposes.) Based on discussions with experts [Lat13, Nou13, Led13, Ole13] , even the d = 2 version of our multidimensional CLT was not previously known, let alone the far more general version of the CLT which we establish in this work.
It is instructive to consider our CLT in the context of a result of Latala [Lat06] , which shows that (a somewhat different notion of) tensor eigenvalues can be used to bound the growth of moments of degree-d Gaussian polynomials. However, the moment bounds that can be obtained from this approach are too weak to establish asymptotic normality [Lat13] .
Like [DDS13b] , in this paper we also use the central limit theorem from [NPR10] as a starting point. However, our subsequent analysis crucially relies on the fact that there is a geometry-preserving isomorphism between the space of symmetric tensors and multivariate Gaussian polynomials. This allows us to view Gaussian polynomials in terms of the associated tensors and greatly facilitates the use of language and tools from tensor algebra. To establish our condition for asymptotic normality, we make significant use of tensor identities from Malliavin calculus which were developed in the context of application to Stein's method (see [NP09, Nou12, NPR10] This decomposition is useful for the following reasons: Property (1) ensures that the distributions of h(A1, . . . , Ar) and p are close in cdf-distance, and thus to in order to do approximate counting of Gaussian satisfying assignments for p, it suffices to do approximate counting of Gaussian satisfying assignments for h(A1, . . . , Ar). Property (2) ensures that we may apply our new CLT to the r-tuple of polynomials A1, . . . , Ar, and thus we may approximately count satisfying assignments to h(A1, . . . , Ar) ≥ 0 by approximating the fraction of assignments that satisfy h(G1, . . . , Gr) where G = (G1, . . . , Gr) is the multidimensional Normal distribution given by our CLT. Finally, by Property (3), approximating Pr[h(G1, . . . , Gr) ≥ 0] is a "constant-dimensional problem" (independent of n) so it is straightforward for a deterministic algorithm to approximate this probability in time independent of n.
We note that there is a subtlety here which requires significant effort to overcome. As we discuss in Remark 8, in order for our CLT to give a nontrivial bound it must be the case that the eigenvalue bound η is much smaller than 1/r. Mimicking decomposition approaches previously used in literature [Ser07, MZ09, DSTW10] has the problem that they will necessarily make r ≥ 1/η, thus rendering such decompositions useless for our purposes. (One exception is the decomposition procedure from [Kan11a] where a similar problem arises, but since the desired target conditions there are different from ours, that work uses a different approach to overcome the difficulty; we elaborate on this below.) In our context, achieving a decomposition such that η 1/r requires ideas that go beyond those used in previous decompositions, and is responsible for the large "constant-factor" overhead (captured by Od, (1)) in the overall running time bound.
At a very high level our decomposition is reminiscent of the regularity lemma for degree-d polynomials over {−1, 1} n that was given in [DSTW10] , in that both procedures break a given degree-d input polynomial into a collection of "regular" polynomials, but as we now explain, this resemblance is a superficial one as there are many significant differences. First, in the [DSTW10] setting the given input polynomials are over {−1, 1} n while here the polynomials are over Gaussian space; this is a major distinction since the geometry of Gaussian space plays a fundamental role in our proofs and techniques. Second, the notion of "regularity" that is used is quite different between the two works; in [DSTW10] a polynomial is regular if all variable influences are small whereas here a polynomial is "regular" if all its "tensor eigenvalues" are small. (We subsequently refer to this new notion of regularity which is introduced and used in our work as eigenregularity.) Third, in [DSTW10] each "atomic step" of the decomposition is simply to restrict an individual input variable to +1 or −1, whereas in this paper the atomic "decomposition step" now involves an eigenvalue computation (to identify two lower-degree polynomials whose product is nontrivially correlated with the polynomial being decomposed). Finally, the [DSTW10] decomposition produces a decision tree over input variables with restricted polynomials at the leaves, whereas in this paper we produce a single degree-d polynomial h(A1, . . . , Ar) as the output of our decomposition.
Our decomposition has some elements that are reminiscent of a decomposition procedure described in [Kan11a] . Kane's procedure, like ours, breaks a degree-d polynomial into a sum of product of lower degree polynomials. However, there are significant differences between the procedures. Roughly speaking, Kane's decomposition starts with a polynomial p and is aimed at upper bounding the higher moments of the resulting constituent polynomials, whereas our decomposition is aimed at upper bounding the eigenregularity (magnitude of the largest eigenvalues) of the constituent polynomials. To make sure that the number r of constituent polynomials compares favorably with the moment bounds, Kane divides these polynomials into several classes such that the number of polynomials in any class compares favorably with the moment bounds in that class (and some desired relation holds between the number of polynomials in the different classes). Instead, in our decomposition procedure, we want r to compare favorably with the eigenvalue bound η; given this requirement, it does not seem possible to mimic Kane's approach of splitting the constituent polynomials into several classes. Instead, through a rather elaborate decomposition procedure, we show that while it may not be possible to split the original polynomial p in a way so that r compares favorably with η, it is always possible to (efficiently) find a polynomialp such that p −p has small variance, andp can be decomposed so that the number of constituent polynomials compare favorably with the eigenregularity parameter.
We note that it is possible for the polynomial p −p to have small variance but relatively huge moments. Thus our decomposition procedure is not effective for the approach in [Kan11a] which is based on bounding moments. However, because p −p has small variance, the distributions of p and p are indeed close in cdf distance, which suffices for our purposes. Thus our decomposition procedure should be viewed as incomparable to that of [Kan11a] .
We also remark that our decomposition is significantly more involved than the decompositions used in [DDS13a, DDS13b] . To see how this additional complexity arises, note that both these papers need to decompose either a single degree-2 Gaussian polynomial or a set of such polynomials; for simplicity assume we are dealing with a single degree-2 polynomial p. Then the [DDS13a] decomposition procedure splits p into a sum of products of linear functions plus a degree-2 polynomial which has small eigenvalues. Crucially, since a linear function of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian, this permits a change of basis in which these linear functions may be viewed as the new variables. By "restricting" these new variables, one is essentially left with a single degree-2 polynomial with a small eigenvalue. In contrast, if p has degree d greater than 2, then the [DDS13a] decomposition will split p into a sum of products of pairs of lower degree Gaussian polynomials plus a polynomial which has small eigenvalues. However, if d > 2 then some or all of the new constituent lower degree polynomials may have degree greater than 1. Since a polynomial of degree d > 1 cannot itself be viewed as a Gaussian, this precludes the possibility of "restricting" this polynomial as was done in [DDS13a] . Thus, one has to resort to an iterative decomposition, which introduces additional complications some of which were discussed above.
Organization. Because of space constraints proofs are omitted in this extended abstract (see the full version for all proofs). In Section 2 we show that it is sufficient to give an algorithm for deterministic approximate counting of degree-d polynomials in the special case where all the polynomials are multilinear. In Section 3 we state our new CLT for k-tuples of degree-d Gaussian polynomials with "small eigenvalues." In Section 4 we describe our decomposition procedure that can be used to decompose a degree-d multilinear polynomial over Gaussian inputs into an essentially equivalent polynomial that has a highly structured "special form." In Section 5 we show how the CLT from Section 3 can be combined with the highly structured polynomial from Section 4 to prove Theorem 2. We close in Section 6 by briefly describing how Theorem 1 can be applied to give the first deterministic fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for the problem of approximating the k-th absolute moment of a degree-d polynomial over {−1, 1} n .
DEALING WITH NON-MULTILINEAR POLYNOMIALS
The decomposition procedure that we use relies heavily on the fact that the input polynomials pi are multilinear. To handle general (non-multilinear) degree-d polynomials, the first step of our algorithm is to transform them to (essentially) equivalent multilinear degree-d polynomials. This is accomplished by a simple procedure whose performance is described below. Note that given Theorem 3, in subsequent sections we can (and do) assume that the polynomial p given as input in Theorem 2 is multilinear. 
A MULTIDIMENSIONAL CLT FOR LOW-DEGREE GAUSSIAN POLYNOMIALS
Our goal in this section is to prove a CLT (Theorem 7 below) which says, roughly, the following: Let F1, . . . , Fr be eigenregular low-degree Gaussian polynomials over R n (here the meaning of "eigenregular" is that the polynomial has "small eigenvalues"; more on this below). Then the distribution of (F1, . . . , Fr) is close -as measured by test functions with absolutely bounded second derivatives -to the r-dimensional Normal distribution with matching mean and covariance.
To make this statement more precise, let us begin by explaining what exactly is meant by the eigenvalues of a polynomial -this is clear enough for a quadratic polynomial, but not so clear for degrees 3 and higher. (While the precise definition of Iq is not required for the rest of this extended abstract, the curious reader is encouraged to consult Section 2 of the full version for additional details.)
Eigenvalues of tensors and polynomials. Let
The following definition plays a crucial role in the rest of the paper. 
The proof of Theorem 7 is somewhat involved, using 
DECOMPOSING K-TUPLES OF MULTI-LINEAR DEGREE-D GAUSSIAN POLY-NOMIALS
In this section we prove our main decomposition result for k-tuples of multilinear Gaussian polynomials, Theorem 9. We begin by giving a precise statement of the result, followed by a discussion of how the result fits into our broader context. 
Theorem 9. Fix d ≥ 2 and fix any non-increasing computable function
β : [1, ∞) → (0, 1) that satisfies β(x) ≤ 1/x.
We have
and moreover
3d . Discussion. Intuitively, Condition (2) means that it will be sufficient to do deterministic approximate counting for the polynomialp rather than the original polynomial p. Condition (4) ensures that the eigenregularity of each polynomial A q, compares favorably both with the number of polynomials produced and with the size of the coefficients in the "outer" polynomials hq. As discussed earlier, having the eigenregularity be small relative to the number of polynomials is crucial since it is required in order for our CLT, Theorem 7, to yield a good bound. We need to deal with the size of the coefficients for technical reasons -as we will see in Section 5, we will apply our CLT where its "test function" α is a smooth approximator to the 0/1-valued function which, on input {A j, } j, , outputs 1 if and only if sign d q=0 hq (Aq,1, . . . , Aq,m q ) = 1. Our CLT's quantitative bound depends on the second derivative of α, and to bound this we need coefficient size bounds on the hq polynomials.
Each polynomial hq is a multilinear polynomial in its
We build up to Theorem 9 in a sequence of incremental stages. In Section 4.1 we begin by describing how to decompose a single element of a given Wiener chaos. Because of our requirement that the number of polynomials produced in the decomposition must be very small relative to the eigenregularity that is achieved -see Remark 8 -even this is a non-trivial task, requiring two "layers" of decomposition and an approach that goes well beyond the decomposition techniques in previous work [DDS13a, DDS13b] . In Section 4.2 we extend this and describe how to simultaneously decompose a k-tuple of elements of the same Wiener chaos. (See the beginning of Section 4.2 for an explanation of why we need to be able to simultaneously decompose many polynomials at once.) In Section 4. 
Decomposing a single multilinear element of the q-th Wiener chaos
Our first algorithmic primitive is the procedure SplitOne-Wiener. (Here and subsequently the suffix "-OneWiener" indicates that the procedure applies only to one element Iq(f ) belonging to one level of the Wiener chaos.) This procedure either certifies that its input polynomial (an element Iq(f ) of the q-th Wiener chaos) is eigenregular, or else it "splits off" a product P · Q from its input polynomial and expresses Iq(f ) as c · P · Q + R for some c ∈ R.
Lemma 10. Fix any q ≥ 2. There is a deterministic procedure Split-One-Wiener which takes as input a polynomial Iq(f ) ∈ Hq that has Var[Iq(f )] = 1 and a parameter η > 0. Split-One-Wiener runs in deterministic poly(n q , 1/η) time and has the following guarantee:
• If λmax(f ) < η, then Split-One-Wiener stops and returns "eigenregular".
• Otherwise, if λmax(f ) ≥ η, then Split-One-Wiener outputs a quadruple (P, Q, R, c) with the following properties: 
P · Q ∈ W
q and Var[P · Q] = 1, and all of P, Q, R are multilinear.
The value c
def = E[Iq(f ) · P · Q] satisfies c ≥ η/2 q .
R ∈ W q and Iq(f ) = cP · Q + R and E[P
Building on the algorithmic primitive Split-One-Wiener, we now describe a procedure Decompose-One-Wiener which works by iteratively executing Split-One-Wiener on the "remainder" portion R that was "left over" from the previous call to Split-One-Wiener. Intuitively, the overall effect of this procedure is to break its input polynomial into a sum of products of pairs of polynomials, plus a remainder term which is either eigenregular or else has variance which is negligibly small. We note that the guarantees of the Decompose-OneWiener procedure bear some resemblance to the decomposition that is used in [DDS13a] for degree-2 Gaussian polynomials. However, in our current context of working with degree-d polynomials, Decompose-One-Wiener is not good enough, for the following reason: Suppose that Decompose-One-Wiener returns "eigenregular remainder" and outputs a decomposition of Iq(f ) as
While the polynomial R is η-eigenregular, it is entirely possible that the number of polynomials Pi, Qi in the decomposition (i.e. 2m) may be as large as Ω( 1 η 2 log(1/ )). We would like to apply our CLT to conclude that the joint distribution of R and the polynomials obtained from the subsequent decomposition of P1, Q1, . . . , Pm, Qm is close to a normal distribution, but since the number 2m of polynomials is already too large when compared to the inverse of the eigenregularity parameter, we cannot use our CLT (recall Remark 8).
1
We surmount this difficulty by using Decompose-OneWiener as a tool within an improved "two-level" decomposition procedure which we present and analyze below. This improved decomposition procedure has a stronger guarantee than Decompose-One-Wiener in the following sense: it breaks its input polynomial into a sum of products of pairs of polynomials plus two remainder terms Rreg (for "eigenregular") and Rneg (for "negligible"). The Rneg remainder term is guaranteed to have negligibly small variance, and the Rreg remainder term is guaranteed to either be zero or else to be extremely eigenregular -in particular, for an appropriate setting of the input parameters, its eigenregularity is much "stronger" than the number of pairs of polynomials that are produced in the decomposition. We term this improved decomposition procedure Regularize-One-Wiener because of this extremely strong eigenregularity guarantee.
Before giving the formal statement, we note that intuitively this procedure will be useful because it "guarantees that we make progress" for the following reason: We can always erase the small-variance Rneg term at the cost of a small and affordable error, and the degree-q Rreg remainder term is so eigenregular that it will not pose an obstacle to our ultimate goal of applying the CLT. Thus we have reduced the original polynomial to a sum of pairwise products of lower-degree polynomials, which can each be tackled inductively using similar methods (more precisely, using the generalization of procedure Regularize-One-Wiener to simultaneously decompose multiple polynomials which we describe in the next subsection). · log(1/ ) ). Regularize-One-Wiener runs in poly(n q , 1/ηK , 1/ ) time and has the following guarantee:
of triples, and a pair of polynomials Rreg, Rneg such that 
For each i, j we have

For 1 ≤ i ≤ we have
We stress that it is crucially important that condition 3 provides η +1 -eigenregularity rather than η -eigenregularity.
Decomposing a k-tuple of multilinear elements of the q-th Wiener chaos
In this section we generalize the Regularize-One-Wiener procedure to simultaneously decompose multiple polynomials that all belong to W q . Even though our ultimate goal is to decompose a single degree-d Gaussian polynomial, we require a procedure that is capable of handling many polynomials because even decomposing a single degree-d polynomial using Regularize-One-Wiener will give rise to many lower-degree polynomials which all need to be decomposed in turn.
A natural approach to decompose r polynomials Iq(f1), . . . , Iq(fr) ∈ W q is simply to run Regularize-One-Wiener r separate times. However, this simpleminded approach could well result in different values 1, . . . , r being obtained from the r calls, and hence in different levels of eigenregularity for the r "remainder" polynomials R1,reg, . . . , Rr,reg that are constructed. This is a problem because some of the calls may yield a relatively large eigenregularity parameter, while other calls may generate very many polynomials (and a much smaller eigenregularity parameter). Since the CLT can only take advantage of the largest eigenregularity parameter, the key advantage of Regularize-One-Wiener -that the number of polynomials it produces compares favorably with the eigenregularity of these polynomials -is lost.
We get around this difficulty by means of a procedure called MultiRegularize-One-Wiener. It takes as input an r-tuple of polynomials (Iq(f1), . . . , Iq(fr)) (that all belong to one fixed Wiener chaos) and input parameters η0 = 1 ≥ η1 ≥ . . . ≥ ηK and . Crucially, it guarantees that the overall number of polynomials that are produced from all the r decompositions compares favorably with the overall eigenregularity parameter that is obtained. Intuitively, MultiRegularize-One-Wiener augments the procedure Regularize-One-Wiener procedure with ideas from the decomposition procedure for k-tuples of degree-2 polynomials that was given in [DDS13b] (and which in turn built on ideas from [GOWZ10] 
For each s we have that Var[Rs,neg] ≤ and that as,reg·
Rs,reg is ηt+1-eigenregular, where we define ηK+1 = 0.
For 1 ≤ s ≤ r and 1 ≤ i ≤ t we have
M (i) j=1 (as,i,j) 2 ≤ (2 q /ηi) 4(M (i)−1) .
Beyond the homogeneous case: handling multiple levels of Wiener chaos
In this subsection we sketch our most involved decomposition procedure, MultiRegularize-Many-Wieners, for de- The high-level idea of the decomposition is to "work downward" from higher to lower levels of the Wiener chaos in successive stages, at each stage using MultiRegularize-OneWiener to simultaneously decompose all of the polynomials at the current level. By carefully choosing the eigenregularity parameters at each stage we can ensure that at the end of the decomposition we are left with a collection of "not too many" polynomials (corresponding to the A i,j, 's of Theorem 9) all of which are highly eigenregular.
In a bit more detail, in the first stage we simultaneously decompose the k degree-d polynomials I d (f 1,d ) (1) ; intuitively, these should be thought of as "extremely eigenregular" polynomials. Let REG denote this set of polynomials (they will not be used again in the decomposition). It also generates, for
new polynomials in W q ; let NEWq denote this set of polynomials. The key qualitative point is that the size of each NEWq depends on ηt while the eigenregularity of the polynomials in REG is ηt+1. Thus if ηt+1 is much less than ηt, the number of newly introduced polynomials compares favorably with the eigenregularity bound ηt+1.
We have thus "dealt with the degree-d part of the input" since the only remaining degree-d polynomials are in REG and are extremely regular. Next, we recursively apply the above approach to handle the lower-degree part, including both the original lower-degree components from OLDq and the new lower-degree polynomials from NEWq that were introduced in dealing with the degree-d part. The crux of the analysis is to argue that there is a suitable choice of parameters at each stage that allows this procedure to be carried out "all the way down," so that the total number of polynomials that are ever produced in the analysis is far smaller than 1/η, where η is the largest eigenregularity of any of the final polynomials. It turns out to be difficult to argue this formally using the "top-down" view on the decomposition procedure that we have adopted above. Instead, in the detailed proof proof which we give in the full version, we take a "bottom-up" view of the decomposition procedure: we first show that it can be successfully carried out for lowdegree polynomials, and use this fact to show that it can be successfully carried out for higher-degree polynomials. • It also takes as input a parameter τ > 0.
The procedure runs in poly( 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this section we combine the tools developed in the previous sections to prove Theorem 2. We do this in two main steps. First we use the CLT from Section 3 and the decomposition procedure from Section 4 to reduce the original problem (of -approximately counting satisfying assignments of a degree-d PTF under N (0, 1) n ) to the problem of -approximating an expectation E G∼N (0 r ,Σ) [gc(G)], where N (0 r , Σ) is a mean-0 r-dimensional Gaussian with covariance matrix Σ, andgc : R r → [0, 1] is a particular explicitly specified function. The key points here are that the value of r, the description length (bit complexity) ofgc, and the bit complexity of each entry of the covariance matrix Σ are all O d, (1) (completely independent of n). 
APPLICATION: A DETERMINISTIC FPT FOR APPROXIMATING ABSOLUTE MO-MENTS
Consider the following computational problem, which we call Absolute-Moment: Given a degree-d polynomial p(x) and an integer parameter k ≥ 1, compute the value
of the k-th absolute moment of p. It is clear that the raw moment E[p(x) k ] can be computed in roughly n k time by expanding out the polynomial p(x) k , performing multilinear reduction, and outputting the constant term. Since the k-th raw moment equals the k-th absolute moment for even k, this gives an n k time algorithm for Absolute-Moment for even k. However, as shown in [DDS13a] , even for d = 2 the Absolute-Moment problem is #P-hard for any odd k ≥ 1, and thus it is natural to seek approximation algorithms.
Using the hypercontractive inequality [Bon70, Bec75] 
